News: — Limestone Choir
To Present Program In
Chapel Saturday. Services
In Honor Of Our Dead To
Be Held Monday. Goodale Heads Christmas Basket Drive.
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Sports: - Basketball Season Will Begin Soon.
Craig Is Winner Of Jacobs Blocking Trophy. Tigers Lose To Auburn.
Fencing Team To Put On
First Exhibition Tonight.
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Limestone Choir To Be Here Saturday
Also To Sing On
Vesper Program
Sunday

People

Choir Composed Of
Twenty-Four Girls
The Limestone College Choir
■which has appeared at Clemson on
previous occasions will present a
musical program in the college
chapel Saturday night at 8:15 under the joint sponsorship of the
Y. M. C. A., and Tiger Brotherhood, local service fraternity.
The choir is composed of twentyfour of the girls from Limestone
College and is recognized as one
of the outstanding choral groups
in the south. The choir is under
the direction of Miss Kathryn
Pfohl of Winston Salem, North
Carolina.
Miss Martha Green,
Simpsohville, South Carolina, is the
accompanist.
Last year the musical group presented one of the most enjoyable
programs ever originating in the
college chapel, and this year's
choir is expected to present a similar program of well known musical works.
The choir will be the guests of
the Tiger Brotherhood and the
Clemson College Y. M. C. A. Saturday and Sunday, December 5 and
6, and programs will be given in
the college chapel Saturday night,
aiKV at various campus churches
.-Sundayj-fey. different groups of the
singers.** Sunday afternoon musi_^l_prograjBs will be presented at
Vespers at 2 o'clock and at 6
o'clock.
"Tillie" Haywood has announced
that an informal social sponsored
by the two organizations having
the singers here will be given in
the "Y" club rooms at 9:15 Saturday night.
The members of the Limestone
Choir are Mildred Crowder, Shelby,
N. C; Jane Elliott, Mullins, S. C;
May P. Ross, Gaffney, S. C; Rebecca Beames, Mt. Airy, N. C;
Sara Cribb, Winnsboro, S. C;
Jeannie Perrier, Clemson, S. C;
Margaret Fittz, Florence, S. C;
Dorothy Wells, Splndale, N. C;
Verda Jane Powell, Dobbs Ferry,
N. Y.; Sara Sarratt, Gaffney, S. C.
and Mary Ella Vaughn, Columbia, S. C.
Also Joyce Allen, Marion, S. C;
Thetis Ballenger, Greer, S. C;
Eleanor Games, Townville, S. C;
Gwendolyn Howie, Andrews, S. C;
Imogene Harris, Lancaster, S. C;
Annette Hatcher, Gaffney, S. C;
Margaret Bradley, Pelzer, S. C;
Colleen McCoy, Sumter, N. C;
Jane Bernard, Upper Montclair, N.
J.; Virginia Martin, Florence, S.
C; Mary Hartley, Batesburg, S. C.
and Flossie Mae Vassey, Gaffney,
S. C.

James R. Young, foreign^ news
correspondent and noted author,
will speak here on December 14.
He is the first of a series of three
speakers of the newly formed lecture series.
Mr. Young has for the past thirj teen years been connected with foreign newspapers in the Far East.
He says that he has not at all
been impressed by Japan's initial
! successes in the Battle of China",
j he says, "the Japanese have not
successfully occupied the vast conI tinent of Asia."
Mr. Young operated a news service bureau in the Orient. He was
imprisoned for 61 days in solitary
by Japanese police.
He is author of the current best
seller "Behind the Rising Sun".
The other two speakers are William Upson, author of the famous
"Earthworm Tractor Series", and
Dr. Gerald Wendt, author and lecturer. They will make their appearance this spring.
Season tickets can be purchased
from company supply sergeants.

COLONEL J. V. SIMS
These two judges, chosen by
Scabbard and Blade officers,
will select from the sponsors
of Military Ball the
young
lady who will be Clemson's official Honorary Cadet Colonel.
The dances are to be held in
the college field house December 11 and 12. A third judge
will be selected next week.

To do away with the large number of cadets leaving
the campus
each week to go to nearby Army
Camps for an Air Corps Reserve
medical examination, an Aviation
Cadet Examining
Board consisting of medical
examiners will be
on the campus today and tomorrow
for the purpose of examining the
probable 125 Clemson
Air Corps
Reserve applicants.
This board will conduct the physical, and mental examinations as
well as swear each cadet in, and
in this way will do away with the
students having to get a permit to
leave
campus, thereby missing
classes.
The Examining Board's presence
here was made
possible through
Colonel Wells of Charlotte at the
request of Colonel
H. M. Pool,
commandant.

Cadet Corps
To Be Issued
Training Rifles
Ben Robertson, author of many
Saturday Evening Post articles
and three novels, including
"Red Hills and Cotton," will be
in the United States in about
two weeks. A graduate of Clemson, he will return from visits
to Russia and India.

Grad Promoted To
Rank Of Captain
First Lieutenant John J. Mikell,
Hort. '36, has recently been promoted to a captain. Mikell entered
the army upon graduation from
■ Clemson, and he is now in the
77th division of the 306th infantry.

The Commandant's office has
announced that the cadet corps
will, in the very near future, be
drilling with the new type "Victory Training Rifle" approved by
the War Department for training
purposes.
1815 of the imitation rifles have
been ordered by the government
for use by Clemson students in the
R. O. T. C. training course.
The rifles are made of wood and
have a metal bolt and other metal
fittings. The model to be used
here is a replica of the 1903 model
Springfield used by the Army for
years before the introduction of
the M-l rifle.
Orders for the rifles have already been placed, and the rifle
should arrive at an early date.
Sergeant K. R. Helton of the
Commandant's staff said that the
rifles will be issued to members of
the three under classes as soon as
they arrive so that training in the
manual of arms and use of the
rifle can get under way immediately.

Former Cadet Dies
In Bomber Crash

Graduate Injured
In Action Overseas
Lieutenant Landis D. Morris, textile engineering '41, has received a
serious head wound in action overseas. He has been transferred to
the Walter Reed Hospital in Washington where he is to undergo an
operation Monday morning.

Memorial Services Are Sponsored By Campus
Ministers, The Y And College Authorities

It's Coming Home, Schickelgruber!

Captured from Kaiser Bill's Heinies in World
War 1 and, presented to Clemson College by the
Class of 1926, the above pictured German cannon is going back to Berlin—in other forms: The
Clemson Class of '26 granted permission to scrap
the cannon. Gathered around the old piece for
its final picture are six Clemson seniors, all

The entire Clemson Corps of Cadets will pause at noon
Monday, December 7, one year after the bombing of Pearl
Harbor- and pay tribute to those Clemson men killed or
missing in action since this country entered World War II.
All campus ministers, the YMCA, and college authorities have combined their efforts to make this memorial
service possible. The program will be under the combined
direction of the campus ministers, and Cadet Colonel
Walker W. Gardiner, brigade commander, will take part
m the memorial service, reading the names of the Clemson heroes missing in action, and other members of the
cadet corps will pay tribute to the men who have given
their lives for otfr country. The college concert band will
play the music for the service.

of whom are ROTC cadets and will be officers
in Uncle Sam's Army shortly. Left to rght, they
are: Earl Roberts, Athens, Ga.; Charles Thebaud,
Governors Island, N. Y.; Tom Moss, Cameron;
Ed Brooks, Penns Grove, N. J.; Dick Morrow,
Greenville; and Walker Gardiner, Clemson's Cadet Brigade Commander from Florence.

Aviation Cadet
Examining Board Professor GoodaSe To Head
On Campus

Officers Speak At
A. S. M. E. Meeting
At the regular meeting of the
Clemson College chapter of The
American Society of Agricultural
Engineers last week, the club members were entertained by talks from
Lieut. R. D. Sanborn of military
department here at Clemson and
Lieut. G., H. Dunkelburg of Fort
Bragg.
Lieut. Sanborn related some of
his experiences after graduation
from an R. O. T. C. college and
after his induction into the Signal
Corps of the U. S. Army.
Lieut. Dunkelburg, formerly an
instructor in the Agricultural Engineering Dept. at Clemson, gave
an impromptu talk concerning his
experience in the air bourn field
artillery. He exhibited some of the
new compressed
food packages
which are now standard equipment
for soldiers in the field.

Lecture Series
To Open With
Young Speaking

Seventeen Former Students To
Be Honored On Monday

Above is Colonel James L.
Walsh, a graduate of West
Point and winner of the Distinguished Service Medal. He
will speak here December 15 to
members of Engineering organizations.

Lt. W. A. Johnson, former Clemson student, was killed in the crash
of a big army bomber near Columbia last week.
Johnson, who left school after
his sophomore year to enter the
air corps, was stationed at the
army air base in Columbia where
he held the rank of second lieutenant.
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Community Christmas Drive
-«

Cadets Enjoy
Brief Holiday
The Cadet corps was granted an
extended week-end leave this past
week by the administration. All
students were allowed to leave
school after their last class Friday and to return in time for Taps
Sunday night.
This extended week-end
was
given to the corps in view of the
confusion existing among the many
cadets applying for permits., All
were given an opportunity to go
to their respective homes to discuss with their parents the effects
of the recent changes in the Selective Service Law, and the enlistment forms for the Enlisted
Reserve Corps, the Navy, the Marine Corps, and the Coast Guard.
Classes were suspended on Saturday, November 28.

Chastain, Grad,
Now A Major
Paul G. Chastain, aged 33, has
been promoted from captain to the
rank of major in the Quartermaster corps. He is supply officer in
the 6th regiment of Camp Lee's
Quartermaster Replacement training center.
Major Chastain, son of W. H.
Chastain of Taylors and a graduate of Mt. View High School, engaged in graduate work at the
University of South Carolina and
Louisiana State University after
graduating from Clemson.

The Clemson College Community
enters into an organized and widespread campaign this week as the
annual drive for the relief of needy
families during the Christmas season holidays gets under way.
Under the able direction of professor B. E. Goodale, general chairman of the three committees working on the problem of seeing that
these families are provided for, the
preliminary canvassing and arrangements for donations are being
assigned to the proper committees
and coperating groups, and much
of the planning for the program
has already been carried out.
The local Boy and Girl Scout
troops, under the direction of Alpha
Phi Omega, national honorary service fraternity for former Scouts,
will undertake the canvassing to
determine, the families that will
actually
need
assistance.
The
Scouts will also repair broken and
worn-out toys at the Scout cabin.
Almost all of the residents of
the community will help in some
way during the drive, by either
being on one of the committees
or assisting in the work of collection and distribution of donations.
The chairman of the three main
co.nmittees are Professor H. E.
Glenn, clothing and toys; Dr.
George Wise, food donations; Mrs.
Pressley, merchandise purchasing.
With the number of residents working on this campaign, it will be a
real community enterprise, and the
local people may well be proud
of the hard work and precious time
they are expending in an effort
to make a happier Christmas for
less fortunate citizens.

Fellowship Clu
Elects Twelve
The Clemson Fellowship
Club,
the only campus civic club composed of professors and community men, Tuesday night elected
twelve men to membership. The
men are: H. G. McGraw, Superintendent of Public Schools; Boyce
Brooks, Baptist minister; Gaston
Gage, professor of textiles; C. M.
Hall, Chief Clerk of the extension
service; Hamilton Hill, assistant
business manager; E. G. Gcdbey,
associate animal husbandman of
extension service; Franklin Sherman, professor of Botany
and
Entomology; J. C. Green, professor
of English; G. M. Armstrong, professor of Botany and Bacteriology; S. M. Martin, Dean of the
School of General Science; H. H.
Willis, Dean of the School of Textiles and H. J. Webb, of the fertilizer analysis department.
At the conclusion of the elections, Colonel Pool spoke on "Developement of Present War From
I to II."

Ex-Student Earns
Commission
Lt. T. L. Ellerbe, former Clemson student, has recently received
a commission as a second lieutenant in the Army Air Corps at Victorville, Calif.
Ellerbe left Clemson last January to enter the aircorps.

Go-To-Church Drive Continues;
Committees To Head Campaign
With the close of the third week
of the Go-To-Church Drive drawing near, the attendance at the
churches on the campus has increased somewhat, and the drive is
continuing with the hopes • of
achieving an overflow church attendance.
The Go-To-Church Drive under
the auspices of the Religious Emphasis Committee, is not limited
to this week or the next. The Committee is attempting to have the
drive function the year round.
One of the aims of the Committee is to1 establish a custom
here at Clemson for the cadets to
take their dates to church on
dance week-ends.
Following is the complete Re-

ligious Emphasis organization to
date. The committee is already at
work planning the activities for the
annual Religious Emphasis Week
which will be held from February
8-11. The general Religious Emphasis Committee includes Milton
LeRoy, student chairman; Professor
John D. Lane, faculty chairman;
Dr. R. F. Poole; Colonel H. M.
Pool; Hamilton Hill; the Y. M.
C. A. General Secretary, Mr. P.
B.: Holtzendorff, Jr., and the ministers and Lay representatives from
the campus churches.
The Schedule committee is composed of Rev. J. A. Pinckney, Rev.
D. A. Clyburn, Milton LeRoy and
Earl Roberts.
The Service committee consists

of Elliott Dodson, Walker Gardiner, Prof. Ben Goodale, Ed Brooks
and Jim Tupper. The Publicity
committee consists of Dick Breeland, Joe Sherman, Ed Osborne
and Dr. G. H. Aull. Entertainment
is under Earl Roberts, Dr. J. E.
Ward, Milton LeRoy, P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., and Prof. J. D. Lane.
The Church Attendance Committee is composed of Dick Breeland, Prof. Ben Goodale, Jack
Carter, K. D. Saylors, W. B. Albergotti and Milton LeRoy. The Special Committee is composed of Earl
Roberts, Dick Bleeland, MiltonrLeRoy, Elliott Dodson, Walker Gardiner, R. L. Buchanan, Jack Carter
and K. D. Saylors.

*> All campus and student body
leaders have agreed that it is only
Manly, Juniors Edit
fitting that we pause and pay tribute to the Clemson men who,
Paper This Week
along with thousands of other
Americans, have made the greatTHE TIGER is this week beest sacrifice so that our country
ing edited by Bonner Manly,
may remain free from the dictitormanaging editor, and Judson
ial powers of the world.
Chapin, associate editor of the
As far as could be ascertained
paper. Editors Breeland and
up until December 1, there have
Cribb are away from school atbeen eleven Clemson men who have
tending a historical convention
died in the service of their country.
in Columbia, South Carolina.
Six are known to be missing in acThis issue of THE TIGER is
tion.
the first in which the junior
The deceased are: R. E. Agnew,
staff actually gets a chance to
'40; H. P. Bacot, '37; W. P. Brady,
do the real work on the paper.
a student from '37-'40; L. A. Groce,
Ed Osborne, news editor, and
Jr., '41; W. B. Inabine,
student
Henry Simmons, feature editor,
from '37-'39; W. A. Johnson, stuwere in charge of the news
dent from '39-'41; J. H. Meadows,
gathering and writing.
left Clemfson in '36; A. P. Rhodes,
'41; R. A. Sloan, '39; D. W. Smith,
'41; and J. W. Smith, '36.
The men reported missing in action are Martin Crook, Jr., '39; J.
R. Cunningham, student from '35'37; T. C. Reed, Jr., '38; J.
H.
Shands, '36; H. M. Vassey, '40; and
F. B. Williams, '18.
The program to be held in memory and respect for the deceased and missing will be:
Hymn: Faith of Our Fathers.
Scripture.
Prayer.
Ten cadets from Clemson preMissing in Action.
sented a deputation program at
Roll of Honor.
Winthrop last Sunday in Johnson
Hymn: God Bless America.
Hall before a large audience comPrayer and Benediction.
posed of students and faculty
Taps.
members of that college.
All campus people are invited to
Before the program, an informal meeting of the Clemson YMCA join the cadets corps in the serCabinet and the representatives of vice.
the Winthrop Cabinet was held in
the library of Johnson Hall. A
program for the two groups in fu- First Issue Of
ture months, as well as in the Bobbin And Beaker
years to come, was discussed by
the group.
Distributed Monday
First issue of The Bobbin and
On the trip to Winthrop, the
deputation stopped at the First Beaker, official jounrnal of the TexBaptist Church in Spartanburg, tile School, for the current year,
and presented a religious service was distributed through barracks
students Monday
to the college students' Bible Class. to all textile
The students who took part in night. Copies of the magazine
the'deputation are Elmore Blanton, were mailed to all textile mills in
chairman of the deputation com- North Carolina, South Carolina,
mittee, Jimmie Jackson, Lee Mil- Georgia, and Alabama. Many copford, George Stanton, Eddie Webb, ies were mailed to mills and firms
Bill Albergotti, George Aull, James in several other states. ,
Among the articles in the magaCuttino, Johnny McArthur, and
zine are, "Choose Synthesis," a
Bob Carpenter.
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., gen- guest editorial by C. W. Bendigo,
eral secretary of the YMCA, ac- and "The Value of Research to
companied the delegation to Win- the Textile Industry" by John T.
throp. The program was written Wigingtcn, Director of Research of
by Bill Albergotti, of the deputa- The Cotton-Textile Institute. Several articles relating to textiles,
tion committee.
written by textile students, are
also included.
Professor Lane To
Just before leaving the Clemson campus, Major Farr wrote an
Address Teachers
article, "A' Parting Message
To
Clemson Cadets," which every caProfessor John D. Lane, of the
det should read. This article is
English department, will speak at
the first meeting
of the Pickens reprinted on another page of this
County Teachers
Association in issue of The Tiger.
Easley, at the Easley high school
tonight. The speech will follow a Catholics Sending
dinner meeting of
the teachers.
The president of the association Four Delegates To
is Miss Eva Landingham.

Y Deputation
Gives Program
At Winthrop

Florida Convention

Grad Stationed
In England
Lt. M. A. Bouknight, Ag Ec '33,
is now in active foreign service
somewhere in England.
Bouknight was county agent of
McCormick County prior to his entrance into the army in March of
last year. He was promoted from
second to first lieutenant after
entering foreign service.

Woodward Attends
Alumni Meeting

Four members of The Newman
Club, organization of Catholic students, will accompany their chaplain, Father Maurice Fitzgerald to
Gainesville, Florida, tomorrow to
attend the annual Southeastern
Province Newman Club convention.
They will return Sunday night.
The delegates are: George LaBrasca, electrical engineering
'45
of Charleston; J. W. Heinz, premedicine '45 of Charlotte, N. C;
Ed Osborne, general science '44 of1
Hardeeville, and J. A. Tyler.

By ^kefr

J. H. Woodward, alumni secretary, attended an Alumni meeting Friday night at Fort Benning,
Ga. After the meeting Mr. Woodward joined Dr. R. H. Fike, agriYou're all wet gentlemen, you're
culture and agricultural industrial all wet.
education '08, physician in charge
—LaGrone
of the Steiner Cancer Hospital, in
I'm
a
bad
boy.
Atlanta, Georgia, to attend the
—Capt. Barber
Auburn-Clemson game.
The Clemson men at Fort BenI was misquoted on a statement
ning have organized a permanent I made last year.
Alumni chapter and electee' Cap—Waito
tain Fletcher W. Cannon, agriculI am Clemson's USO.
ture '31, as their chairman. Plans
_TUU«
are to have monthly meetings.
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Lieutenant Allison "Dusty"
p.
Rhodes, U. S. Navy, Electrical Engineering '41, of
Walhalla, has
been reported killed in action in
the Pacific. He entered the Naval
reserve in July 1941, a month after
Entered as Second Class Matter at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C.
—that the
atmosphere in The
—that he wonders what will hap.
his graduation. On November 28, Tiger office has taken on a clean pen at the open house at the "Y"
J. H. Woodward, alumni secretary, smell since Editors Breeland and Monday night when
By JUDSON CHAPIN
a hundred
Mental
received a letter from Lt. Rhodes Cribb "left for Columbia.
nmminiD ran NATIONAL AOVIRTI.INO «V
Geechees from Charleston get toI should like very much to segrestating his desire to belong
to
—oscar says—.
ftssociated (blleftiaie Press National Advertising Service, Inc.
gether at one time.
gate a paragraph of this nonsen*
IPTAY. On the same day his pa,
College Publishers Representative
—that he (Oscar) thought that
—oscar says—
sical column and commemorate it
rents received a notice that their Winstead was definitely out with
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
—that maybe Mr. Hotzy will try
to a friend.
son had been killed in action.
CHICAGO • Bo«TO* • Lot AHOILM • **A FMKCIBCO
Joyce, and now she writes and to teach them to speak English.
Mere words cannot express the
Lieutenant David H. Henry, Tex- wants to know if he stil cares just
—oscar says—
feeeling that overtook me and many
tile Engineering '36, has been vis- a little.
—that Jeter ought to be tha
other Clemson cadets when they
iting -his mother, Mrs. D. H. Henry,
—oscar says—
.
Cadet of the week after the way
Richard L. Breeland
Editor learned of the death of Allison
here in Clemson. After his visit
—that if Joyce is stil that gul- he messed up the 1st Regiment at
T. Kenneth Cribb
,.,
Co-Editor (Dusty) Rhodes, somewhere in the
Lt. Henry returned to Camp Gor- labl.e, he (Oscar) ain't gonna have retreat Monday.
Pacific. "Dusty" was my
comdon, where he is stationed. His ad- another word to say.
—oscar says—
pany commander my sophomore
—oscar says—
dress is Lt. David H. Henry, 22nd
—that ain't all, if 'en Jeter don't
J. Bonner Manly
.'
Managing-Editor year and everybody's friend.
—that
Hahn
did
'his
share
of
late
Inf., Camp Gordon, Georgia.
stop lying to Gladys about the J•%tnw/.'iVXi.Wj<.
"Dusty" was just an evera,ge
Robert B. Moise
Sports Editor
he Ville trip, somebody is really gonMr. J. H. Woodward,
Alumni dating in Rock Hill, cause
While
digging
around
in
the
darkroom
the
other
day,
our
photoa na tell her the truth.
Judson F. Chapin
Feature Editor American citizen. He had a job
Secretary, has received V letters (Oscar) is sure that wasn't
grapher came across a stack of old glass negatives of pictures
to do and he did it to the best of
him out at
from these men: Captain Calhoun Winthrop gal with
—oscar says—
R. G. Hufford
Staff Photographer his
made in and around Clemson years ago. This print, obviously
abilty even thoughi it cost him
—that there are
some men up
N. Hinton, (Chemistry '34, 507th Porters.
his life thousands of "Dusty"
posed, was made in Major Martin's calculus classroom. The print
—oscar says—
here who have a lot more influenea
Army Post Office, APO No. 507.
—that the "Zoo" was mighty with the boys than the colonels,
is so plain that it is possible to read several names on the blackCarl R. Duncan
■.
Business Manager Rhodes' now face death daily at
care of Postmaster, New York City;
quiet this week-end.
the four corners of the ' earth.
board and the date, December 23, 1917. This is the1 first in a series
and it might
pay George to look
Lieutenant Charles
D. Hopkins
—oscar says—
of these pictures to be run in The Tiger beginning with this issue.
These young men are full of spirit,
out for them too when it comes to
(Mechanical
Engineering
'37)
Hg.
—that
about
the
only
piece
of
Stiles Stribling
Radio Editor they love life as much as you and
dishing out free steaks.
Co., 3rd Bn., 591st E.B.R. APO dirt he (Oscar) could
pick up
B. A. Chestochowski
Associate Sports Editor I, yet the beaches from Guadaca—oscar says—
No. 507, care of Postmaster, New about the Zoo was that Dot was —that he likes
steaks, too. But he
E. D. Lang
Associate Sports Editor nal to Africa are red with the
w.
York City; and Lieutenant Louis snaking on 'The Brain" Saturday don't like the imitation kind that
blood of those young men. This Is
Levine (Electrical
Eengiraeering night.
George serves with shoestrings (and
not meant to be a sermon or a flag
'42) APO No. 3211, care of Post—oscar says—
not potatoes) even if they are free.
waving ceremony,
but just
a
master, New York City.
—that with Military Ball coming
—oscar says.—
It is up to us to give
Captain J. H. Woodward,
Jr., up, he (Oscar) is gonna be on hand
—that he sho did approve of
Monday, December 7 will mark the day on which this thought.
these "Dusty" Rhodes' something
General Science, '35, son of Mr. to watch the juniors get that good the editorials of the food situation
country was drawn into the present world conflict. Since more tangible than a thought.
last week.
J. H. Woodward, has been order- snatch with the diamond men.
that day one year ago many Clemson men have given I have seen workers of an aircraft
—oscar says—
—Oscar says—
ed to Commander Genreal's school
factory
stand
for
10
or
15
min—that he (Oscar) would really
—that it ain't long before those
their lives so that we may remain a free people.
at the War College, Ft.
Leven-'
the time clock waiting to
prepaid dances up Christmas Holidays and we'll all
worth, where he will take train- love to see
There will be a memorial service for these men in utes by out,
when the twenty odd
be going home for a while.
ing. His address is Capt. J. H. here.
chapel Monday. Let us all remember to give a silent pray- punch
—oscar says—
thousands of employees in that 10
—oscar says—
Woodward, Jr., C. G. S. Ft. Lever of our own for our Clemson brothers and all other Am- minutes could have produced half
—that nothing's impossible,
so
—that "Angel" Larkin, Wolf Milenworth, Kansas.
*4^^***********************************************************^>
why doesn't somebody get to work ford's date for the past two dances,
ericans who have made the supreme sacrifice in this war. a hundred aircraft motors to send
Captain John S. Baskin, Agriculon the idea.
'sho oughta' stand a good chance
against our enemies.
Editor's Note:—In the absence of the column's writer, Talk of
tural Economics '39, former cadet
—oscar says—at being our new honorary cadet
the Town is written this week by Bonner Manly, managing editor
Until we ourselves are able to
colonel, who has been stationed at
—that Winnie of the Zoo has colonel.
enter this conflict it is up to us
of The Tiger, this week's acting editor.
Ft. McClellan, is being sent to Ft. got Josselsoh and Thompson loving
—oscar says—
to do the little insignificant and
Bening, Ga.
she (Angel) is just about
Last week The Tiger cleared the decks and blasted perhaps bothersome things Which
Larry Coker, graduate of last year's class and Sports The following men have already her now, and is coming over to as—that
cute as anything he (Oscar)
Bal with Jackie Payne.
away at the local eating establishments about the food when seen collectively mean so Editor of The Tiger was on the campus Friday en route paid their IPTAY dues for the year Military
has laid his eyes on in a long
Whew ! ! !
much.
Don't
gripe
because
you
prices which are way out of line with similar cafes in the
time.
to his home to enjoy a well earned ten day leave from 1943; Batson L. Hewitt, Animal
—oscar says—
can't get an extra cup of coffee, or
—oscar says—
—that Tom and Gregg left themHusbandry '30, Charleston, South
immediate vicinity of Clemson.
a pound of coffee, for the "Dusty" his duties as instructor at Fort Benning, Georgia. Poor Carolina, Calhoun Lemon, Barn- selves open for a lot of criticism
—that he wishes Mr: Holtzy and
This week we are again urging all cadets to boycott Rhodes', on the far flung battle bus connections induced Larry to spend Thursday night on
"Parson" LeRoy would invite him
South Carolina, E. A. Thorn- last week-end.
the local restaurants in every way possible from cigarettes fronts need that sugar or that cof- the campus, and the following day "Doc" Green asked well,
down to the river sometime for one
—oscar says—
well, Electrical Engineering
'04,
fee or the space occupied by such Larry up to talk to his class in American Literature.
—that Tupper is a good
guy of these sausage suppers.
to bread.
Atlanta, Georgia, and Frank J.
—oscar says—
much more than you do.
The Tiger does not give free publicity to any com- aIt cargo
Jervey, Mechanical and Electrical even if Cribb did whip him off
Larry
has
completed
the
training
course
at
Benning
—that he was mighty glad to get
up to us, the American youth
Engineering 14, 5111 Watson St., last week.
mercial firm in any of its columns, but in this case we as iswell
in
motor
maintenance
and
will
be
stationed
there
as
inhome for the short post holiday,
—oscar says—
as the older generation to
W., Washington, D. C.
—that he Oscar) can't say much even if the turkey was a little bit
are fighting fire with fire. If the eating places will not do prove that all the "Dusty" Rhodes' structor in that branch. He has seen quite a bit of the N.The
following Clemson graduates for Konduros' boy E holt, except on the lean side. No stuffins.
the just thing (and they are not at the present time) the did not make the supreme sacrifice training that is in store for seniors who Will complete the and IPTAY members are overseas:
—oscar says—
that he (E2) had better stear clear
cadet corps should refuse to patronize them. A sandwich in vain.
advanced R. O. T. C. course next semester and then go Lieutenant James H. Abrams (Tex- of
—that the above gag is eorney,
the Anderson ball park. (NOW).
bought a war bond, gave up
tile
Engineering
'36)
0-408976,
Hq.
and a malted milk from either of the drug stores will a You
and
you
can
ignore it if you wanta.
—oscar says—
second cup of coffee—"Dusty" to Benning for more training before being commissioned 82nd CA (AAA), APO 836, care of
—oscar says—
stack ijp against anything you can get for the same Rhodes gave his life, the only one second lieutenants.
—that after hearing numerous
—that he ain't
complaining
Postmaster. New Orleans, Louisprice at the cafes.
he had.
According to the former Clemson sportsman, the larger iana;
C. R. Beaudrot (Mechainical complaints from various sources though, 'cause he had a good time.
—oscar says—
One of the cooked-food merchants seems to have the WHIPPED OFF
part of the training will be a refresher course covering the Engineering '41) U. S. S. Fulton, he is going to leave Capt. LeRoy's
—that he wishes all of you fellows
idea that he can buy off the entire cadet corps by inviting I ain't mentioning any names, things we have had in the four years of military science care of Postmaster, San Francisco, name and Col. Buchanan's name could
meeft "Captn'" Harcombe
but th's is the way i heard this
California; Lieutenant Walter Cox completely out of the column this and find out just what a swell guy
a few of the ranking cadet officers down for free steaks. story.
here.
(General
Science
'39)
0-385108,
Care
A
large
part
of
the
training
is
At any rate, that is exactly what happened this week. A young Clemson Lothario jourhe really is.
week.
F., "nd Bn„ 147 Inf., APO 37, care
devoted to showing the potential
This may be one way of eliminating any excess profits neyed to a nearby hamlet for a officers
of
Postmaster,
San
Francisco,
Calmany of the things they
that might occur, but it is definitely not the Way to make date. It was a beautfiul moonlit have been heretofore reading
ifornia; Lieutenant W. A. Carlisle
night
and
he
was
at
peace
with
amends for the out-of-line prices on all the foods listed the world. He whipped around to about. Larry says that we will dig
(Architecture '39) 0-384673, Co. D,
a trench, then climb down into
128th Inf., APO 32, care of Poston the menus.
the gals house and soon the date
it and let a 50 ton tank rumble
master, San Francisco, California;
Captain J.-D. Harcombe is giving an intermission party "was in progress.
just to prove that fit is posLieutenant
James
S. Ehrhardt
m the college messhall for all boys and all visiting dates During the course of the evening vore
sible to live through th^ experi(Genearl Science ^40) Co. I, 6th By F. X. WALLACE
over at once. Over at the ot
they
went;
up
to
the
main
drag
for
who will attend the Military Ball Friday night dance. It
ence. We will put on 4as masks
Arm'd Inf., APO No. 251, care of HERE AND THERE:
side of the room is a little wh
Our young swain parked and walk through gas filled chamPostmaster, New York City; Capis absolutely free fellows, so let's show our appreciation athecoke.
Got a call from Prof. John Lane gadget on the wall called a zinc.
car by the curb and as he bers. We will go on '-long hikes
tain C. R. Hinson (Agricultur- the' other day and he asked if this This thing is- for light washing
the best way we can, and that is by going down and en* was climbing out of the car to get with
full packs and rifle$ and we Dear Tom:
al Economics '36) 755th Tank Bn. column would squelch a rumor like hands and face.
joying the food that will be plentiful.
the cokes, he felt an undenyable will hike back. We will sriend hours
Thought you may be interested APO 302, care of Postmaster, New that was pretty rampant around
They also sent us a roll of writUrge to indulge in osculation' with on end sitting in bleachers watchYork City; Lieutenant
John C. here last summer, and we gladly ing paper, but it's kinda cheap, I
his maiden fair. He leaned through ing a demonstration being super- in a bit of words from those who
PKitrick (Horticulture '33) Regt. consented to do so.
think, cause it rips easy.
the window and tenderly kissed vised by some offiGer who will ex- can't help their comrades "over
there." I enjoy your column so Hq. 35th Inf. APO No. 957, care
But over in the corner, boy, they
her.
It
seems
as
though
the
rumor
the problem by means of loud much these days.
of Postmaster, San Francisco, Calhave a thing that you put your
With the pages of the nation's newspapers filled with All this was witnessed by one plain
was
that
Lt.
George
McMillan,
speakers mounted on trucks parkLieutenant Hugh W. Webb
foot in and scrub it till its clean
the startling news of the terrible fire which destroyed one of the local gendarmes who came ed directly in front of us ... . B. R. Bull, Ag. Ed., '41, and I ilfornia;
(Civil Engineering '41) 0-429567, whom many of you remember, had —then you pull a chain and you get
have
been
rejected
on
physical
disof Boston's leading night clubs and fatally burned nearly running up to inform the lad that just to make sure we won't miss qualifications and he is at home. I Co. I, 531 Eng., APO 813, care of picked up a dud bomb last sum- fresh water for the other foot.
mer and it had gone off While he
500 people, we realize that the same thing on a smaller such things were simply not done a word, of course, we will get am here in Orangeburg as As- Postmaster, New York City.
Yours truly,
was handling it, thus disfiguring
the center of town. To empha- plenty of practice at tearing down
scale and very easily a larger scale could happen here at in
Lil Abner
sistant
County
Agent.
Raymond
him horribly.
size the fact; the local member and assembling various kinds of
P. S. Two lids came with the
Clemson.
of the constabularly flashed his fire arms. One whole week will be Ferris, '41, is also here at home. stages of the French African warNow
here's
the
actual
dope:—
blame thing and we ain't got no
M. Martin, '42, is teaching Agri- fare. He is now in Walter Reed
If some negligent person had carelessly tossed a lighted light into the car. And What did devoted to map reading. This is J.
culture in Bowman, and an Alston hospital where he underwent an Prof. Lane received a letter Mon- use for 'em in the bathroom, so
he
fine?
You
guessed
it
His
day
written
by
George
on
Nov.
5
cigarette into the highly infammable curtins and decoraonly a portion of the work.
Ma's using one for a bread board
boy, '42, is Assistant County Agent operation this (Monday) morning.
enroute to Afrioa on board ship, and we framed Grandpa's picture
All in all, the training in store in Sutnter County.
tions at the field house during any one of the dances held daughter!
His
brother,
Sophomore
L.
S.
MorWell, it now seems that
our seems to be pretty thorough and
so it is quite possible that he took
there recently, the story that came from Boston would seem young
Suppose you noticed in Sunday's ris, if there, may give you later part in that Allied landing the in the other."
swain is seeking new fields
stiff, but Lieutenant Coker State where my good friend, Lt. news of him.
insignificant compared to the one that could have been writ- to conquer for he was told in no pretty
other day.
has evidently witnessed a good L. D. Morris, T. E., '41, received a
RUMOR CLINIC:
Sincerely,
ten about the fire that would have resulted here.
uncertain terms by the irate father part of the course, and he says
The letter itself contained a gem
You'll all remember the rumor that
serious head wound in the initial
F.
M.
Pearse,
A.
H,
'41.
We are not blaming the C. D. A. or anyone else for this that his presence was no longer re- that Clemson boys will have no
of literary art, that fully
and was making the rounds a few weeks
clearly shows the part that Clem- back about the army taking over
oversight, but we are suggesting that some action be taken quired nor tolerated in that town. trouble in completing the work
with flying colors. Here's hoping
son is playing. With Prof. Lane's the school. Well, we read some inU. S. MALE
concerning the highly dangerous procedure of locking all of
permission we would like to quote formation on this the other day
you noticed the faces of Larry's right.
the doors to the dance floor except the one from the lobby theHave
We have read with deep rea part of it.—"From the gossip I in a story put out by the AssociatFreshman and sophomores and
of the field house.
gret about "Dusty" Rhodes'
pick up (Clemson is better repre- ed Press, The story explains everyscattered juniors in the postoffice
By MAJOR F. B. FARR
greatest resource of democracy in sented everywhere I go than any thing in a nutshell, so here it is:
It takes a full ten or fifteen minutes for the average in the last few weeks, A great
death somewhere in the Pacific.
(This article was written
by Major peace and in war is a vast body other three schools—Dan Moorer
Nothing we can say will express
"Lt. Col. Harley B. West disdance crowd to get out of the place in an orderly fashion many of them enter the P. O.
Farr, Ciemsoil's
"Gator1', for
Bobbin
the remorse that we feel over
closed yesterday at a meeting;
and Morris, '41 are with me at
and Beaker and is reprinted by permis- of free and determined citizens.
now. The door would be completely jammed in short order blushing with youth, energy, and
the loss of this Clemson man.
The conquerers of this civilization present on the way to Africa) it
sion of that rnagrazine).
of the Middle States Assn. of
the biting wind and leave with a
by a panic stricken mob.
History has ween a continuous and the conquerers of all time will appears that Clemson men are doIt is just such things as this,
Colleges and Secondary Schools
distinct ashen palor. Can you guess
The answer to the problem is fairly simple. A few more the reason? Let us take the exrecord of man's struggle for lib- be those men and women who ing th4ir part, and more, in every
however, that bring the war
in the Hotel New Yorker (New
erty. Even in the early stone age are not afraid to bend their knees corner of the world where the
home to us and remind Us of
York City) that a plan for the
boys could be employed durin ga dance week-end and could ample of Phineas T. Hoodypole.
there was found in the uncivilized and open their hearts to an eternal smell of gunpowder is in the air."—
the tremendous job that lies
large scale conversion of Ambe placed on the outside doors of the field house so that it Phinias is a sophomore.
mind of the savage a desire for God.
ahead for all of us. "Dusty's"
erican Colleges and universities
One
day
he
enters
the
P.
O.
Ali
Would then be possible to leave them unlocked. Signs could
freedom. This desire, like the litlife was not given in vain, and
Clemson men, the time has come MEMOS OF A TRAVELLER:
into training bases for the
well with the world. He sees a
be placed so that everyone could easily see the way to the isplump
it is our task to see to that.
tle star of Bethlehem, has blazed when we must think and act not
Went down to Charleston over
armed forces is now being preletter in his box and thinks
the pathway along
which the as individuals or as separate states, the holiday With Macmurf.—NeedLet's keep that in mind and
nearest exit.
pared in Washington and will
to himself that the size indicates
remember that the best way to
civilization of man has advanced. but as a nation. Firm, constructive less to say that We had a wonderbe announced In detail Within
There may be some excuse for a fire, but there is no a sugar report from his little
make sure of it is to do our inWhere this God-given right of man- hopeful, Christian leadership is ful time.—When you are down
two weeks. It is believed that
excuse for hot being able to empty the place rapidly if a fire Petunia. He nonchalantly whips
dividual jobs well so that the
kind has been denied, the Wheels what the world now needs. We there you really know that there
200 institutions will be used to
out his key and with steady hand
does occur.
big one we all have to do
of progress have ceased their tur- must stand ready to fight and die is a war on—Soldiers, sailors' and
train about 350,000 men, alhe withdraws the bulging envelope.
will turn out the right way,
though Col. West would make
ning and proud walls of mighty if necessary to uphold the ideals marines, both American and BriAs soon as he glimpses the return
the only way it can.
no official statement."—
empires have been leveled with upon which our nation was found- tish, are all over the town, with
address on the envelope his hand
STORY OF THE WEEK
the dust.
ed. This is the only way by which but one purpose in mind and that
So there you have it. Right now
turns to ice, travels down his arm
Statistics show that pink slips are increasing and blue and strikes terror to his heart. This one ought to be recorded Freedom! Born beneath the sun- German aggression- and Japanese is to have a good time.
no one knows whether or riot ClemWhile down there we bumped son will be used as one of the
slips decreasing this year. We think it would be a good The envelope in his hand Which a for posterity. During the summer ny skies of ancient Greece before imperialism can be destroyed.
vacation period, one of the ris- the Man of Gallilee enunciated
Surely, Tigers, we will remain into "Buster" Brown, '41, now Capt. training bases, but according to
idea if these barometers of scholastic standing were issued moment before was "une letter ing
C. E. boys, George Glenn, was the supreme law, "Thou shalt love true to the memory of those em- Brown, and "Sally" Sotile, also '41, Col. West, we should know withD'amor", cented with the per- working out in Tennessee. About
more often.
thy neighbor as theyself." Free- battled farmers who unfurled their now Ensign Sotille. Went out with in the next two weeks. So keep
fumes of Arabia, has taken on a the same time, the new draft law dom! Cradled in the England of flag on Concord bridge, to those them and some other Clemson boys your shirts on till then.
Whether or not this little gripe is going to set with clammy
feeling like the hand of comes along and George^ a full I the middle ages by those bold bar immortal Americans who laid the Saturday night. Our friend Walt
There's also another lousey little
us all is not known, but, nevertheless, it is a good prob- death. Yep, Uncle Sam has put
fledged member of the advanced rons, who at Runnymede, wrested foundation for the most powerful Renken was the instigator of the rumor that has come up within
lem to dwell upon.
the finger on him and Hoodypole R. O. T. C. course at Clemson, be- the Magna Charta from a reluctant and successful government on the affair, so you know we had a good the past few days. This one defiThere are those of us who barely make two blue slips, has received his questionalre.
gins to wonder about his position king. Freedom? Fostered in col- face of this earth, and to those who time.
nitely states that there will be aband may even have a pink slip or two to go with them, Phinias chuckled with glee as he on Uncle Sams invitation list. He onial America by a noble band of for the Stars and Stripes are today Hated like the devil to come solutely no civilian travel on the
in his box
doesn't know whether or not he patriots who struck asunder the giving their lives across the seas. back to Harcombe's "bull" after railroads or busses after Dec. 15.
and we are forced to remain on the campus until the next And looked
saw the letter there.
is supposed to register. George shackles of British depotism. And And with the spirit of our Con- eating for a few days, but you —As yet there has been no official
blue slip period, if there is another one.
At last she'd come through with is rooming next door to the regis- Freedom, forever established by stitution in our hearts may we know how things are.
comment on anything like this, so
Our professors tell us that now, more than ever, we
his bid for the ball
tration station and passes by sev- fifty-five immortal Americans, who breathe its freedom, live its prinFinally plodded in, a weary, mot- don't get worried when you hear it.
Then he drew uot his
question- eral times a day. He can't quite de- in 1778, in order to secure the ciples, pledge our lives to its sup- ley specimen. What else was there —If such a thing does happen, you
should be diligent toward our studies.
cide what he should do, and so, blessings of liberty for themselves port, and pass on to the American to do but to go to bed?—Nothing! should know that you'll hear about
If this little issue heretofore discussed could be reason- naire!
being the adventurous soul he is, and for their posterity, did or- of tomorrow a land of law, of libit in plenty time for the college
ably tried, you profs wouldn't need to worry about our
finally decides to drop ii\ one day dain and establish to Constitution erty, and of peace. And in pass- CORRESPONDENCE:
officials to take steps to insure our
diligence; it'd be there.
arid look the place, over. On the of our United States. With the ex- ing on this priceless heritage, let
The "Ole lady" got another let- getting home for the holidays.
This would be easier to do if we had something to
inside George finds a beautiful' girl ception of that God-breathed re- us hope that a world-wide assem- ter (he gets one every now and
at the registration desk, and the velation called The Bible, our bly may someday be forced to then from someone he knows that ADD RUMORS:
work for, that is if we felt that there was a possibility of
answer to the problem. Being far Constitution is the world's greatest bear into its legislative halls our can write) and we thought it was
Just have enough time to clear
"rating" week ends as a reward for our efforts.
away from home and lonely he guide to an everlasting freedom.
same Constitution, and that our rather good. Of course you might up another rumor before it gets
walks over and talks to the girl,
Today America is totally involv- children, still dwelling beneath the not like it, but we're going to print too far along the line.—There are
and incidentally, registers for the ed in war against the Axis pow- proudest flag that floats on land or it anyway. (Just skip over it if some who would have you believe
draft.
that the faculty meeting last Tuesers. Total warfare means more sea, may with Tennyson welcome you want.)
Josephine Dillon, first wife of
When the conversation is draw- than weapons and machines, and that glorious day "When
war "Dear Cousin,
day at noon was for the purpose
An informal investigation of conditions at the college Clark
Gable, is a dramatic coach ing to a close, George discovers more than the mobilization of the drums throb no longer and batuncle has a job at last— of telling the faculty that the army
laundry -resonsible for the slow service this year brought at Stephens College, Columbia, Mo. that he is talking to a married material resources of our great tle flags are furled in the parli- theYour
first time he has worked in had definitely decided to take over
the charge that cadets are not doing their part in speeding
woman.
the school.—Don't believe a word
nation. It means the full employ- ment of man the federation of the 48 years.
up work.
The University of California liWe are rich now; $17.25 every of it.—Then there are others that
But here's the pay off, the other ment of our human resources as world," and say with Markham,
day George gets his draft notice well. It calls for vision and fore- "Let mercy speed the hour when Thursday, so we sent off to Sears- say it was to solve the transporLast week, we were told, more than half of the brary totals 1,170,738 books.
sight in organizing the economic swords shall cease and men cry Roebuck for one of those new fun- tation situation.—This is wrong too.
cadets' laundry slips were improperly filled out or were Centre College has its first or- . . . . yep, 1-A.
of the nation to its maxi- back to God, 'there shall be peace.' dangle bathroms like you rich peo- —The meeting was nothing more
omitted altogether, causing a fifty per cent slowdown in ganized student band in 12 years. World premiere of the two-piano life
ple up there have. It came and we than a calming down session in
mum capacity while preserving and
the checking department. This situation created a bottlewhich Dr. Poole said that he bedaptation of "Piano Concerto in A strengthening our democratic sysDr. Martha Steffy Browne is be- got her all put up right.
At least 39 colleges and profes- Minor" by Edward Grieg was pre- tem. Defense of freedom and dem- lieved to be the first woman to
Over on one side of the room lieved that the schols that would
neck that held up production for more than a day.
schools have closed their sented recently at Georgia State ocracy calls for wise planning and hold the title of economics instruc- there's a big long thing like the be affected most would be Liberal
The laundry is trying to get student work out faster, sional
doors or merged with other in- Women's College by Jacques Fray' the formulation of policies which tor in University of Cincinnati his- pigs drink out of, only thus thing Arts schools and not the land grant
but they can't do it without cooperation.
stitutions since spring
and Mario Graggiotti.
you kin get in and take a bath all colleges.
look beyond the war. And our tory.
Tht TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
'The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on circulation, comment, and general attitude of those Who read The Tiger-
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West Point Graduate To Speak
To ASME Members On Dec. 15
Colonel James L. Walsh, a graduate of West Point and winner
of the Distinguished Service Medal, will speak here on December 15
to the members of the Clemson
chapter of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers.
Colonel Walsh was appointed on
January, 1941 by Henry L. Stimson,
Secretary of War, as a member of
a committee of seven civilian engineers each representing a national engineering organization, to
advise on the defense of "vital
civilian installations" particularly
those pertaining to aid raid shelters and power.
After World War
I, Colonel
Walsh sensed that some permanent organization was necessary in
order to salvage, the great fund
of information which had been developed by the Ordnance Department and encourage its further
development. He was instrumental
in organizing the Army Association
in 1919, and subsequently, he founded the magazine "Army Ordnance"

in July 1920, and served as its editor for two years.
In 1922 he entered business, and
then organized the first peacetime Ordnance District which included the mertopolitan New York
area. He served this organization
as District Chief from 1923-1932
on a dollar-a-year basis. Colonel
Walsh was also instrumental in
the organization of the National
Defense Division of the ASME and
served as the Chairman of this
Division in 1928.
During the years of peace the
activities of the Division were such
that it became advisable to reorganize the Division under
the
leadership of a Special Committee
of the Society, and it had been
thus maintained until 1940. When
the emergency in which the country found itself demanded a newdefense development, Col. Walsh
was then called back to take the
leadership of this National Defense Committee to which he has
been devoting all of his time.

THREE

Oeonee Claims
Col Davis As Son

Junior "Y" Council
Collects Magazines

Newton Villa, beautiful country
section near Clemson, is noted for
having relatives of the military
greats as its citizens.
Col. Thomas Jefferson Davis who
is serving with the American Expeditionary forces in Africa as adjutant general to Lt.-Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower, American commander-in-chief, is a brother to
Benton H. L. Davis and Mrs. Lucy
Newton, both residents of Newton
Villa.
Colonel Davis is a native of Oeonee County. He joined the army
in 1914 and was active in the first
World War. Later he became aide
to General Douglas MacArthur
while General MacArthur was chief

The Junior Y. M. C. A. council,
at their meeting last/Tuesday night,
under suggestion of P. B. Holtzendorff, gneral secretary of the Y. M.
C. A., are starting a drive in the
barracks for all old magazines.
'Some of these magazines will be
put in the. main lobby of the "Y"
for benefit of the students, and others will be sent to aliens in American prison camps.
of staff in Washington. Some time
ago several large photographs -of
Col. Davis, General MacArthur,
and others appeared in Sunday
newspapers and quite recently some
pictures of him appeared in Life
Magazine.

Professor "Ed" Freeman, associate professor of mechanical engineering, who has filmed thousands of feet of football action where
the Clemson Tigers were involved. The pictures are used by the
football coach to show the players where their mistakes occur, and
as a means of improving offensive and defensive plays. Next' season Professor Freeman is turning the job of filming the games
over to his son.

'Musical Ed" Freeman Has Long
39 Year Old Clipping Reveals
Cost Of Clemson Victory To Georgia List Of Hobbies; Some Bring Money
"Tillie" Haywood, the man who has greeted thousands of Clemson
cadets with a smile for years at the "movie" ticket desk in the
Y. M. C. A. In addition to his regular duties at the "Y," "Tillie"
makes it his business to look out for the entertainment of the
cadets who remain on the campus for the week-ends.

"Tillie" Makes Our Week-End
Dances At The "Y" Possible
By TOM POOLE
About a year ago when Clemson students began to demand more
and more- entertainment, which
seemed impossible, H. T. Haywood,
known by all as "Tillie" began
planning for a series of small informal dances; These dances were
not the result of a sudden idea,
but were begun only after
Lhorough planning. "Tillie" has devoted much of his time to the
dances, which are by no means a
part of his job.
"Tillie" is the assistant secretary and desk secretary of the Y.
M. C. A. and has less free time
for such, than many of us realize.
Due credit has never be given to
"Tillie" for his deep interest in the
entertainment of the Cadets.
We have taken his dances somewhat for granted: we have even
reached the point at which we
expect him to have a dance every
week, with no regard for the efforts necessary to make them possible. Tillie's efforts, however, are
never ceasing and the result is a
much brighter week-end for those

COME TO THE

CLEMSON
COFFEE
SHOPPE
—FOR—

GOOD
WHOLESOME
MEALS

of us who do not go home.
He
has gone to the highest extreme
in getting girls over from Anderson, G. W. C„ and other colleges,
so that the dances might be more
successful. In some instances he
has sent the Y. M.,C. A. car, and
even his personal car over to Anderson.
When Tillie had his first dances
in September of last year, he had
very little with which to work. But
since then he has acquired, new
equipment and records. His last few
dances have been very successful
because, as Tillie said, they made
the boys happy.
Tillie hopes to continue to give
his dances in the future, as he has
in the past, even though transportation difficulties have proven
a definite hazzard. In the future
lets try to show him that we really
do appreciate his interest in us.

Yankees To Sponsor
Meadowbrook Dance;
Keystone Club Elects
Clemson students north of the
Mason-Dixon line will again have
their Christmas gathering at the
Meadowbrook. The date has been
set for December 23. This
gettogether is being sponsored by The
Keystone Club and the members
urge all cadets and alumni to
come and bring their friends.
New officers of The Keystone
Club were recently elected. E. N.
VanDuyne, civil engineering, '44 of
Pine Brook, N. J., was named president; Fred Capalbo, mechanical
engineering,
'45 of Greenwich,
Connecticut, was named vice-president; Kenneth Caughman, mechanical engineering, '45 of Elizabeth,
N. J., was named secretary, and
Arthur F. Griffith, chemical engineering, '45 of Montclair, N. J.,
was , named secretary.
Retiring officers are Fred Hickerson, Kenneth Sills, and R. Weingardner.

With the University of Georgia
and Georgia Tech holding the national football spotlight
at the
present time, it is very appropriate
to recall an incident of some years
past that put Clemson, Georgia and
Gergia Tech as the star performers
in a rather amusing story.
This story was recently
unearthed here at Clemson by Joe
Sherman, Clemson publicity man,
and was
carried
by an Atlanta
(Ga.) newspaper of 1903.
"Forty-four bushels of select,
rosy apples, booked at $1 per
bushel, is what Clemson's victory over Georgia Tech cost the
University of Gerogia yesterday.
''Living in a dim and secluded spot where apples are valuable assets and not to be sneezed at, Clemson was working
for more than gridiron glory
against
the local
warriors.
There was a material and sadly sordid side which has just
bubbled forth into the bright
limelight of publicity.

"When Clemson last
week
invaded Athens and* humbled
the red and black to the tune
of 29 to 0, Captain Ketron and
his men offered the Clemson
team, a bushel of apples for
every* additional point over 29
which they might score against
the Techs. There is no sweet
and sisterly love lost between
Georgia
and Tech
and the
Athens people deemed it much
bliss for Clemson to win by a
fat and juicy score.
"As Clemson scored but 29
points against Georgia and a
paltry 73 against Tech, the 44
points difference foots up the
sum of bushels which Clemson
now demands
as salvage for
their prowess on the field of
battle. This guarantee will cost
the Georgia squad just $44,
apples at present being booked
in the market stalls
at one
plunk per basket, the same basket to contain the aforesaid
bushel."

CLEMSON CADETS ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

By GRAHAM REYNOLDS
Edward J. Freeman, of the Engineering Department, surpasses
the average person by far, in the
number of hobbies in which he indulges. A line-up of his recreational activities include photography,
music, welding and golf.
Actuality has proven that he is
a good enough welder to make his
work professional.
In nineteen
thirty eight, Mr. Freeman received thirty seven hundred dollars,
prize money, by winning a National welding contest. He has recently won other awards, but he
has never equalled his jack-pot
haul.
Professor Freeman, sometimes
known as "Musical Ed", has made
many achievements as an exponent of the classicals and jive.
Though his Jazz graduated with
the class of 'twenty-two, it was the
first delivery a certain band named
the Jungaleers had ever made. His
senior year Mr. Freeman was maestro of the Jungaleers, leader of the

W. C. Hanna, Prop.

—oscar says—
—that "Oaptn"' Holcombe is
right on the beam when he throws
the mess hall doors open for all
the dancers and gives them free
food.
—oscar says—
—that George is probably tearing
his hair out over this by now.

FOR FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
"O-EijEj-""
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MAYFAIR GRILL

Greenville, South Carolina
—OR—

Make This Your Headquarters While

JACKIE PAYNE. Agent-Room 8-321

You Are In Anderson, S. C.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

—AT—

New Shipment of Donee Sashes.
Wide and Long. The Price Remains
The Same $1.50

HOKE SLOAN

1 ^1

College Seal Jewelry For
CHRISTMAS

I N C.

<S07©OTaDI3E3i>J
26 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.
AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE

CADETS ALWAYS WELCOME
AT THE

MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW — WE WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE YOU SELECT
FOR YOU—
ALL PRICES TAX INCLUDED—
EXPANSION BRACELETS
COMPACTS
$5.50
$9.90
$10.45
$2.20 $2.75 $3.30 $4.95 $5.50
Beautiful Designs in Silver, Gold, Pearl
OTHER BRACELETS
COMBINATION SET
$2.75
$3.85
$4.95
$5.50
Expansion Bracelet and Necklace
$14.40
NECKLACES
;
$3.30
LOCKETS

$4.40

$4.95

$5.50

COMBINATION SET
Necklace and Bracelet or Compact
$660
$7.05
$8.25

$.275

A FEW GOOD WRIST WATCHES
IN STOCK
LADIESMEN'S
$25.00 to $35.00
$25.00 to $35.00
$2.75 to $10.00

PINS
C|,

oss Rifles

THE COLLEGE CAFE

Blended from choice Kentucky hurleys,
Sir Walter Raleigh is extra mild—burns
cool—with a delightful aroma all its own.

UNION MADE

—AND—

SANDWICH SHOP

SIR WALTER

RALEIGH
PIPE TOBACCO

Smokes as sweet as it smells

fc

This is just one of the many wartime jobs that are keeping
telephone lines busier than ever before. To help us keep lines
clear for vital military and industrial calls, please avoid using
Long Distance to war activity centers unless the call is urgent. And
please keep all your telephone calls as brief as you can. Thank you.

Anderson, South Carolina

CO /A PA NY.

"Why should I hit him? He promised me
some Sir Walter Raleigh after the fight"

Our country's Aircraft Warning Service —quite similarly
England's —keeps a constant check on the flight'of all aircraft. *
Should the need arise, it is prepared to send fighter planes aloft,
to mobilize and direct ground defense forces, to warn endangered
areas. Every step in its operation requires the fast, accurate
communication of the telephone.

Military Equipment For Military Ball, December 11
-SEE

SULLIVAIYT
HARDWARE CO.

WHICH would you vote
"most likely to succeed?"
"The Aircraft Warning System gives a single plane on ground
alert the equivalent striking power of 16 planes on air patrol."
This startling statement comes from England.

RAYSOR'S FLORIST

THAT ARE

HOME
COOKED

college band and head of the Glee
Club.
During the past six years, the
Professor has taken pictures of
some fifty odd football games in
which Clemson has participated. In
each game, he has stood by the
camera long enough to reel a full
thousand feet of celluloid. This
year he plans to yield his job to his
son, who has been training for
quite some time under Professor
Freeman's guidance.
The last of Ed Freeman's hobbies is golf. He maintains, though
no one agrees, that he is too old
to continue with all his pastimes,
so he has decided to keep happy
by swinging golf clubs.

Where Good Food Is
Always Served!

$1.65

Diamond Shape Pins

$5.50

Diamond Shape with "C"

$9.90

COTYS—CARA NOME TOILET SETS

THE L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
PHONE 4311

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

CLEMSON, S. C.
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Rogers Rangers
Termed Unique

Harold Cooler, architectural senior who really
around when it comes to being a literary man. He
the staffs of three campus publications, but his
postj Art Editor of Taps, keeps him pretty busy
of the time making new layouts for the annual.

gets
is on
main
most

Architectural Senior Is Member
Qf Staffs Of Three Publications
By Henry Simons
Harold L. Cooler, architecture
'43 of Kingstree, holds the distinction of being a staff member of no
less than three campus publications: he is the associate editor
and art editor of the 1943 Taps,
architectual editor of the Slipstick,
and staff cartoonist of The Tiger.
Starting work on the Taps as far
back as last July, when he began
drawing up the "dummy", or layout of the pages, Cooler now has
__tiie"-'43 edition well oh the road to
.-''''completion. With the beginning of
school, two more copies of the
dummy were made, one for the
publishers, and one for the Taps
staff. The cover design has already been sent to the engravers.
In addition to his job of selecting pictures to appear in the annual, he is also responsible for all
of the literature which is printed, including; the writeups of all
clubs, fraternities, and other or-

ganizations.
This year's volume, costing approximately $14,000, will contain
almost the same number of pages
as the 1942 edition, and will be out
almost three weeks earlier than
last year. A copy of the publication will be on exhibition at Taps
ball next spring, and distribution
to the cadet corps will begin shortly afterward, according to plans.
Cooler says that this year's edition will differ considerably from
that of previous years, and it is
hoped that a better picture of student life will be portrayed in the
volume than in the past.
' Another departure from previous
Taps policy is being made in the
selection of beauties, which were
picked entirely by the corps last
year. This year the cadets picked
twenty girls from those entered,
and these were sent to John Powers, of the ■ famous Powers model
agency. He will pick seven of the

By JUNE COLEMAN
Yes, I know you've heard about
| the "Rogers' Rangers", but I
thought I'd just enlighten you a little about the origin of the name,
some of its doings, and other capers
that the battalion of the one and
only Col. L. D. Rogers has cut.
The whole thing started as a
joke. It seems that at the beginning of the present school year,
some of the boys who reside in
third barracks found the discipline
a little strict and the amount of
drill a little heavier than expected so they began referring to Rogers as the "Great-Dictator." Out
of this title came the whole thing.
Some history student remembered
the great Rogers' Rangers when
America was in its expanding stage
and promptly tagged the battalion
the "Rogers' Rangers."
Much credit for keeping the
movement alive and for fostering
its growth goes to the staff of
Company C-2.
This company
originated most of the cheers and
yells that are now a part of the
Rangers. It was also this company that summoned enough grit
and courage to really bass.out on
a yell.
That first yell started the .ball
rolling, and some of the cheers
that were thought up after that I
were right on the beam. Then
some x>l the Rangers got together |
and wrote a battalion march song.
The words were fitted to the tune
of the "Marine Hymn".
There has been quite some 'comment on the Rangers. One member of the joint Army-Navy-Marine Corps-Coast Guard board
that was here some weeks ago
mentioned it in his talk. Ray Herbeck, leader of the band that played fo rthe Autumn Ball dance series, said something about it during his Saturday night program.
Major Parr pulled a joke on the
organization on the Junior Class
minstrel show.
Although the whole thing started as a sarcastic joke, it has proven to be worthwhile. That battalion has more spirit than any in
school. What at first was a gripe
to an over amount of drill now is
an inspiration for more drill. The
boys are proud to bear the title
of Rogers' Rangers, and they are
now striving to live up to their
name and reputation.
girls, and these will not be known
until the annual is distributed.
Senior pictures will be approximately twenty per cent larger than
in any previous Taps in the last
five years, Cooler states, and he
hopes that the problem of pleasing1
the majority of the underclassmen
has been solved.
Cooler is also secretary-treasurer
of Gamma Alpha Mu, honorary
writer's fraternity, and the Minarets, honor architectural fraternity,
in addition to his editorships.

Pictured above is the newest addition,
to Clemson's rapidly expanding athletic
program, the recently organized fencing
team. The members are, left to right,
S. D. Pennington; R. W. Nicholson; S.

Fencing Club Will Present
irst Exhibition Tonight
HAROLD PIERCE

MARION CRA1G

JOHN CAGLE

Above are the six lefitermen
on the Tiger ■ football- sctuad
who closed the 1942 season with
their last game against ?he y\.u-

burn Tigers Saturday. Each
of the men played bang-up
football for . their, college all
through the season.

THE CITY
N

s

CLAUDE ROTHELL

By JOE McDONOUGH
Fencing, one of the oldest sports
in existence, will have it's first
appearance on the Clemson campus when the Fencing Club presents it's initial exhibition matches
at seven o'clock tonight.
The sport, which originally was
the means of settling disputes in
the middle ages, has attracted a
large number of Cadets.
The Fencing club was founded
to promote a better understanding
of the sport and also to teach.
Cadets who wish to learn to fence
the proper methods. "Easy" Smoyver, civil engineer '44, of Brooklyn,. N. Y., was instrumental in the
founding of the club. He has always had a spark of hope that
someday Clemson would have a collegiate Fencing team that would
propagate the name of Clemson.
"Easy" has devoted a great part of
his spare time to the club so
that it would be a major success,
and tonight he has great hopes
that his efforts will be rewarded.
Tonight's matches will include
several styles of fencing presented
by the members who have had
-previous experience. There
will
also be a novice match by two
members of the Freshrtan class, who
have not had the opportunity to
Foils before they entered

T. Rowell; E. Smoyver, organizer and
teacher; J. F. Chapin; F. B. Adams;* W,
W. Gignilliat; . H. Trescot; and S. B.
Nichols.
has been prepared by S. T. Rowell,
architecture, '45, and J. E. Ellerbe,
electrical engineering, '43. A free
for all Sabre duel will be the highlight of the evening with "Easy"
Smoyver, the Captain clashing with
Judson Chapin,
general science,
'43. Both of these gladiators haye
had more experience than the majority of the other club members.
The novice will bring t ogether two
freshmen who have had little or
no experience
and this match
should add to the interest of those
Cadets who attend the exhibition.
The freshmen are F. B. Adams,
pre-medicine and W. W. Gignilliat,
chemistry engineering.

Clemson. The French style will be
demonstrated by J. G. Ellis, textile
'45 and D. C. Walker, electrical engineering '44. The Italia* style
which is slightly different from the
French style will be presented by
S. B. Nichols, chemistry '44 and
his oppcnent, S. D. Pennington,
mechanical engineering. R. W.
Nicholson, architecture, '45, and
J. H. Trescot, mechanical engineering '45, will endeavor to show how
the experienced fencer can make
—oscar says—•
good use of both of the previously
—that he hopes George Glenn
mentioned styles.
(the 1-A from Tenn). ends up in
A free style match which will
include
every fencing movement his (Oscar's) platoon.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

ANDERSON

I

Invites All Clemson Men To Visit The "City Of Hospitality" Frequently. You Will Find A Cordial Welcome Awaiting You At All
Times. Our Merchants Will Be Pleased To Serve You During The Yule Season And At All Times.

i

SPONSORED BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCILMEN OF THE CITY OF ANDERSON

ayor J. L Sherard

A. E. Holman

J. M. Cathcart

W. W. Lyles

D. L. Kay

J. W. Beard

S. D. Fant
r

Jfcj&
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MarionCraig Gets Jacobs BlockingTrophy
*

By BOB MOISE
Auburn's Plainsmen were just too much to swallow.
The boys from down Alabama way turned on the heat, and
there wasn't much the Tigers could do about it, although
the lads in orange put up a real scrap. Statistics showed the
Auburns out front with 16 first downs against 9 for Clemson and with 461 total yardage gained against 190 for our
boys.
Monk Gafford and Jim Reynolds paced the victors
"Hawk" Craig and "Butch" Butler led the Bengal att& ... Craig scored both Clemson touchdowns in the 41-15
lot Reynolds, Plainsman fullback, was awarded the Aubi'T.i Homecoming trophy for the most outstanding individUE. performances during the game.
GRIDIRON GRIST
And so the curtain falls on football at Tigertown for
another year; maybe for the next few years, time alone will
tell. The Bengals had a poor season as far as their "wonlost" record was concerned with three victories and a tie
agamst six defeats. We were able to salvage the state championship, however, which sheds' a ray of light upon the otherwise disappointing record.
Looking back, we see that the season was not as
bad as it might seem from a purely statistical viewpoint. The Howardmen took P. C. in .stride in the opener. Next, the team journeyed to Lexington and tackled
VMI in the rain on a sloppy field on which neither club
was able to score.
Playing their first real competition on a dry field,
Clemson's sophomore studded aggregation dropped a
7-6 decision to an NC State Wolfpack that was hed hot.
Then, on to Boston where the Bengals played the once
mighty B. C. Eagles on even terms only to lose in a
heartbreaking fourth quarter.
South Carolina was the goat of a thoroughly riled Tiger
as Clemson chalked up another state victory. Wake Forest
was a headache. The Deacons were primed for Clemson, and
it was a futile battle. This is one that was won by a team
that was too good throughout. Jacksonville's's Naval Base
trimmed the Bengals in their next tilt. This was one we
should have won and didn't, although the Navals have a fine
team, as evinced by their victory over Duke in the curtain
ringer. Then the George Washington catastrophe. The team
played sluggishly; far from par.
Aroused from their lethargy, the Tigers came
roaring back to fool Furman's House of Magic with a
thrilling fourth quarter win and clinch the state title.
Auburn was riding high, anyway.
There's the story; your analysis is worth as much
as ours.
TO THE HARDWOOD
The center of attention shifts from the gridiron to the
hardwood once more. Coach "Rock" Norman is working his
men daily in preparation for the opener here with Erskine's
Flying Fleet on the 17th, the day before Christmas* holidays.
The Tiger quint will be built around several returning lettermen. Speed and scrap will be the bywords;
they'll have to be, because the team will be predominantly short. "Stick" Riley, six-foot-seven-inch center
is the only exceptionally tall man on the squad.
Wait Sears is probably the best court man and ball hanmer on the squad and will be a valuable man at one guard
post. Pete Lambrakos is another speedy guard and can be
counted on for a good deal of service. Riley should handle
more than his share of rebounds. Frank Hill, scrappy little
forward, letterman, and Wes Freeny, reserve of last season,
have the inside track at the forward spots. Hills forte is
the fast break while Freeny is a long shot artist. "Hawk"
Craig, letterman who was inactive most of last season; will
be bac kand is being counted on for a good year. Craig is
one of the best shot makers in the state.
Squadmen of last year who are showing up well are
Bob Cathey, Homer Coker, and Ed Lang. Several sophs are
making their first varsity bid. Among them are Bernstein,
Berry, Shaw, Mordecai, Dalton, Wolf, Hutto, Parker, Varn,
Menges, Thornholl. Correction: gridsters Clark, McElwain,
and Onouffe have reported and are getting in shape.
ABILITY RECOGNIZED
"Hawk" Craig has finally been recognized as the
.state's best blocker and will be awarded the Jacobs
Blocking trophy at a banquet following the All-Star
game in Greenville next week. Craig has been the Bengals' standout blocker for three years and the award is
a fitting reward for his efforts and ability. This year
when a plunging back was needed at the season's end.
Craig shifted to the position and did a fine job, scoring
both touchdowns against Auburn and being Clemson's
leading ground gainer against Furman.
Craig beat out The Citadel's B. M. Dukes for the
Jacobs Trophy, given for 14 years by President William
P. Jacobs of Presbyterian College. Last year, the
"Hawk" was nosed into second place by P. C.'s Verne
Church.
At this writing balloting for the Southern Conference
blocking trophy is still in progress, and it is this department's sincere wish that Clemson's Craig will again come
out on top. The Tigers' team standing will hurt the scrappy
Greenville lad's chances, but he already has a wide reputation as an outstanding blocker and may be chosen.
ODDS 'N ENDS:
Bill Chipley is still going strong
for Jacksonville Naval's gridiron team. The ex-Tiger end
took a pass from George McAfee on his 20 yard line, advanced it to the 35, and lateralled to a teammate who scored
an 85 yard touchdown in the Jax 13-0 win over Duke's Blue
Devils .... Ensign Charlie Timmons, former Tiger fullback
was leading ground gainer in the Alabama-Geo. Pre-Flight
game . . . Butch Butler, Tiger halfback was named on the
AP third string Ail-Southern team. Only other Tigers mentioned by AP were captain Charlie Wright at center and
"Chip" Clark at end . . . Only South Carolina man on the
first team was the University's star center, Louis Sossamon.
Citadel's fullback, Andy Victor and Furman's fullback,
Dewey Proctor were placed by AP on the second team . , . .
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Bowling Is The Best Indoor
Sport In The World.
It is a sport every college student
may continue after he has finished
college to keep physically fit. SO—

Get The Bowling Habit At

CLEMSON ALLEYS
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Basketball Season Opens In Two Weeks
First Game Be
Against Erskine
Seceders Here

Basketball, Swimming Next On Intramural Schedules

Will Be Played In
Field House Dec. 17
Clemson's basketball edition of
'42 will get its first test of the
season here on Thursday, December 17 against Erskine, and Coach
"Rock" Norman is working his
charges hard in preparation for
the contest. Little is known of the
Seceders' quintet as yet, nor of
the Tigers,, as far as actual competition is concerned.
Though shorter than average,
Bengals are strong on speed and
should prove to be a thorn in the
side omf nay
side of conference contenders this
season. In lanky "Stick" Riley
the Clemsons have their only tall
man, although he makes up in a
small way for the lack of reach
of his mates, being 6' 7" tall in his
bare feet.
Of the other lettermen, none
stands over the six foot mark. Walt
Sears, probably the speediest of
the lot, is small but an ace ball
handler. Prank Hill is of short
statue but possesses a great deal
of drive and stamina. Pete Lambrakos, is exceptionally fast on his
breaks for the hoop and is a good
shot from medium range.
Coach Norman is stressing teamwork and a fast breaking offense
in order to capitalize on his available speed. Norman's fast break,
which is an exceptionally wellsigned one, is not a game in itself
but is used to take advantage of
court situations in which a sudden drive goalward is of advantage.
Leading the Tigers this year will
be Bob Moise and Walt Sears, captain and alternate captain respectively, both guards. At present,
Riley holds the center post while
Hill and Wes Freeny are working
at the forward spots.
Although the gridsters have not
reported for practice, the squad
will soon be at full strength and
ready for competition. "Hawk"
Craig, "Chip" Clark, and "Red"
Stacey are all football men expected soon.
Several squadmen from last year
are also playing outstanding ball.
Ed Lang, Bob Cathey, and Homer
Coker are among these and should
see service. They are a host . of
of sophomore hopefuls, but this
.far they have not been able to show
themselves due to the natural favor of experienced men at
the
beginning of the practice season.
A full schedule of games is
planned, transportation available.
Coach Norman plans to lead his
men against several strong foes,
but definite arrangements have not
been completed. It is hoped that
the Tigers will be able to schedule an industrial team in the near
future in order to test their team
strength.

The five lettermen of the Clemson basketeers take time out for a short rest,
and our photographer gets a shot of
them getting a few pointers from coach
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Team Ends Year Tigers Ranked
With Club That 21th In Nation
Rolled Over Ga.
Clemson's Punting
Superior To Auburn's

Marion Craig, Co-Captain of
the 1942 edition of the Tiger
football squad, who this week
was awarded the Jacobs Trophy
which recognized "Hawk" as
the outstanding blocker of the
state for the season.

Lieutenant Addresses
The Tiger Squadron
Lieutenant Marvin D.
Marks,
of the Army Air Force, spoke to
the members of the Tiger Squadron
at their last meeting on November 28. He told them something
of the life of a flying cadet and
of an officer in the Air Corps.
The club plans to have Captain
Keisler, of the Aviation Examining
Board, and other members of the
Air Fcrce to speak to them at
future meetings. The club meets
regularly each second and fourth
Tuesday of every month.

Larry Coker, Sports Editor of
last year's Tiger, was on the
campus Thursday and Friday
on leave from Fort Benning.
Lieutenant Coker is now instructor in motor maintenance
at the army fort.

"Rock" Norman. The Tiger basketball
players open the season here December
17 when they meet the Erskine cagers.

Powerful Auburn Team
Defeats Tigers 41 To 13

^
At least 27 former students at
Texas A. & M. have been decorated for their services in the armed
forces in the current war.

Award Be Given
Following The
All-Star Tilt

Plans are being made for the
organization of company swimming
teams, P. B. Holtzendoff, of the
Y. M. C. A. said today. The teams
would meet in the "Y" pool after
supper \each evening. This will
begin in the near future after the Citadel's Dukes Is
swimming tests for the freshmen
are completed.
Runnerup 2nd Time
Intra-mural basketball contests
Clemson's Marion "Hawk" Craig
will begin sometime after Christ- has been selected at this year's
mas, Joe Sherman, Director of the winner of the coveted Jacobs
program, announced this week.
Blocking Trophy and will be given
the award at a banquet following
the All-Star tilt in Greenville on
December 12. The announcement
was made by Dr. William P. Jacobs, president of Presbyterian College, who has given the trophy to
the state's outstanding blocker for
the past 14 years.
Runnerup to Presbyterian's Verne
Church last year as a junior, Craig
won over The Citadel's fine blocker, B. M. Dukes of Orangeburg.
Other men receiving votes for the
trophy were Culp of P. C, Hughs
K-l And E-l Are
of Newberry, Linn of Wofford,
Summers, Schyler, and Proctor of
Undefeated As End
Furman, Sossamon, Milner,
and
Of Season Nears
Dunham of Carolina.
The customary banquet usually
By JOE SHERMAN
held at Clinton had to be called
The Intramural Touch Football off due to transportation difficulTournament, in which every com- ties.
pany will have a chance at the
Craig has been a devastating
Brigade championship, will get un- blocker for the past three years
der way as soon as weather condi- at Clemson. The husky Greenville
tions permit, Intramural Supervisor lad was shifted from center to
Joe Sherman announced today. handle the blocking duties his
Tournament plans call for the sophomore year, and made such
crowning of a Brigade champion a success that he has been there
and a Consolation champion be- since. This season, Craig was used
fore the Christmas olidays. .
in a few games to fill in a hole
In making the tournament pair- at the fullback post and made an
ings, won and lost records through- excellent showing. In addtion, the
out the regular intramural playing "Hawk" was regarded as one of the
season were taken into considera- best defensive line backers in the
tion and the eight teams with the conference and a good pass receivbest records for the regular season er.
were presented with byes for the
Craig also plays basketball and
opening round. The remaining four- is one of the most accurate shots
teen teams and two byes were in the conference. He was second
drawn from a hat.
to George Glamack as the SouthAll pairings have been made but ern Conference's high scorer two
game-dates have not yet been de- years ago. Craig will probably have
cided. Every effort will be made another good season oh the court
to permit each company to play this year.
on the day it can have the most
men present. Hoping to have the opening round of the Brigade
best possible playing conditions for Championship tournament:
every game, the tournament will bracket: F-2 vs 1-1 (winner plays
be run according to the weather K-l); F-l vs B-l (winner plays
and games will be played only on 1-2); A-l vs B-2 (winner ,.
H-2); C-l vs. C-S (winner plays
good days.
Companies K-l and E-l com- A-2).
Second bracket: D-2 vs E<-3 (winpleted the regular schedule without a defeat, though K-l was tied ner plays L-2); Band vs K-2; M-2
once and E-l was tied twice. Third vs L*i (winner plays G-l); G-2
highest team was A-2 with eight vs E-l.
Championship awards:
YMCA
wins, one loss and one tie; and
in fourth place was L-2 with eight Secretary P. B. Holtzendorff anwins, two losses, and a tie. These nounced that "Open House" privfour teams, along with H-2, G-l, ileges and special picture show
K-2, and 1-2 were given byes in the passes will be presented to the two
first round of the tournament. champions, brigade and consolaDrawings from the hat also gave tion. The passes will go to those
men selected by the winning A St
byes to the Band and G-2.
Losers in the first round will R Officers as the players who helpstart immediately into the Con- ed most with company sports
solation Tournament. There will be throughout the touch football sea23 games in the championship son. Efforts are also being made
tournament and seven games in to secure pennants for the winning
the consolation play-off. Games companies and, if war-time condiwill be played oh the varsity prac- tions will permit, individual medtice field, in the new Stadium, als will be awarded to fifteen memand on two full-sized field to be bers of each winning team.
marked off in front of the field
California produced 3,198,000 tons
house.
Three officials — a referee, a of alfalfa in 1941.
headlinesman, and a statistician—
will be assigned to each game. A
game will consist of four 10-minWhen You Are Really
ute quarters. In the event of a tie
at the end of the regular playing
Hungry For A
time, an extra 10-minute quarter
will be played. If the score is still
300D STEAK
tied, the team making the most
first downs over the entire playing
—Visit—
period will be given one point.
Both championships—the Brigade
championship and the Consolation
championship—games will be played in the New Stadium. An effort
will be made to secure different
STEAK HOUSE
colored sweat shirts for the four
Greenville, S. C.
finalist teams.
Here are the pairings for the

Touch Football
Tournament To
Get Under Way

W. R. Woolrich, University of
Texas dean of engineering, has
been elected president of the newly-organized Engineering College
Research association.
Seventy-three students are holding undergraduate cash scholarships for the 1942-43 school year at
the University of Wisconsin.
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Displaying the power and speed
that rolled over Georgia the week
before, Auburn's Tigers defeated
Clemson's Tigers by 41 to 13 at Auburn Saturday to close the current
season for Clemson. It was the third
straight victory for the Plainsmen
over Clemson.
The game was clcse for only one
quarter. Auburn scored the first
touchdown of the game late In the
first quarter on a lateral play after the ball had changed hands
quite a few times and it seemed
that neither team was able to do
much. Clemson took the kickoff
and went 56 yards for a touchdown.
Most of the distance was covered
by a pass play. Butler threw a 20
yard pass to end, Red Stacey, who
fought to the Auburn two yard
line before he was brought down.
It was a gain of 35 yards. Butler
gained one yard as the quarter
ended and Craig went over standing up on the first play of the second quarter. Johnny SWeatte was
sent in presumably to try a place
kick for the point but it was a fake
and Craig passed to Clark directly over center but the pass was
muffed.
Craig, running and tackling hard
all afternoon, was the outstanding
performer fcr Clemson and scored
both the touch downs. He was
high yardage'mah for the losers
with 43 yards in seven runs. Butch
Butler got 40 yards in seven trys.
Spark of the Auburn was Reynolds with a total of 80 yards in 19
carries. He was forced to leave
the game in the third quarter due
to injuries and was awarded an
alumin medal for the most outstanding player of the day. Monk
Gafford, All-American
tailback,
played well for the winners but he
was no standout as in the Geoi--

Clemson's football team his been
ranked twentieth in the nation on
the basis of games won and lost in
the last five years, according to national statistics released yesterday.
In the last five years the Tigers
have won thirty-one games, lost
twelve, and tied only three, earning a percentage of .721, and piling up 825 points to their opponents 402.
Tennessee's Volunteers compiled
the best record in the country over
the five year period, closely followed by Boston College. The Eagles
have dropped only seven games in
five years, and two of these losses
were to Clemson, the Bengals being the only team to defeat B. C.
twice.
Clemson was ranked above teams
like Georgia (27th), Georgia Tech
(50th), Texas (33rd), Tulsa, which
was undefeated
this year, (23rd),
and TUlane, Army, Navy, and the
University of North Carolina.
gia game. Louis Cheateau, booted
five extra points out of five attempts.
"Chip" Clark, end, and "Willie"
Smith, tackle, were powers in the
line but were unable to stop the
long end runs of Gafford and Reynolds. Most of Auburn's ground
Was gained around end cr by passing.
According to statistics punting
Was the only thing Clemson Was
suoerb in with an average of 42
yards
to Auburn's 39. Auburn
gained 360 yards rushing against
Clemson's 115 and 101 yards passing against Clemson's 75.

Last Year Graduate
Receives Promotion
Foster F. McConnell, chemistry
'42, formerly of Anderson, was recently promoted to the rank of
first lieutenant.
Upon graduation, Lieut. McConnell was stationed at Camp Wolters, Texas. He was recently transferred to Camp Adair,
Oregon,
where he is company commander.

THE CALHOUN HOTEL
ANDERSON'S LARGEST AND FINEST
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
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If you want your date to look her loveliest, give her one of our beautiful
corsages.
SPECIAL PRICES TO CLEMSON MEN

ANDERSON FLOWER CO.
Mrs. Helen Harrelson

CHARLIE'S

:■*- Plaza Hotel Bldg.

SECOND ANNUAL CAROLINAS
BOWL FOOTBALL GAME
Sirrine Stadium

Greenville, S. C.

SATURDAY, DEC. 12, 2 P. M.

N. C. COLLEGE SENIOR ALL-STARS
-vs.-

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . ..
only by Pepsl-Coji

in the big big bottle I
PEPSI-COLA Is made only by PEPSI-COLA COMPANS, Long Island
City. New iTork. Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling Companj
of Anderson, S. Q

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

S. C. COLLEGE SENIOR ALL-STARS
SPECIAL ADMISSION PRICES FOR
STUDENTS: $1.10
ADULTS $2:20—SERVICE MEN 50c
Ticket Office: Carpenter Bros., Greenville
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Engineering Course For Women May Be Here
Offered If
Enough Students
Apply For Course

Honorary Cadet Colonel Be Chosen
At Military Ball On December It
Colonels Pool And
Sims To Be Judges

Trainees To Replace
Engineers Now In
Armed Forces
Clemson College expects to offer
a course designed primarily to secure women college graduates who
may qualify for Junior Engineer
(Supplemental) positions at a beginning salary of $2000, announced
Dean S. B. Earle this week.
According to information received from United States Civil Service Commission there is a heavy
and growing demand in the government for civilian Junior Engineers. A means must be found to
supplement the inadequate and
rapidly diminishing' supply of male
engineering graduates; ' many of
whom are now going into the armed forces. With this in view, the
United States Office of Education
and the United States Civil Service Commission, acting jointly
have developed an Engineering,
Science, and Management, War
Training course, Engineering Fundamentals.
It is expected that -large numbers of trainees who complete the
course will be offered war service
appointments to positions in the
.various federal agencies, either immediately after completion of the
course, or provisionally, prior to
completion, to become effective upon their entrance on duty upon
■successful completion of the course.
Many Jobs Open
Those who have the qualifications required for admission to the
course and who successfully complete the course will be eligible for
appointment to positions in the Bureau of Ordnance, Bureau of Ships,
or hydrographic office of the Navy
Department; United States Engineers Office or the office of the
Chief of Ordnance of the War Department; United States Maritime
Commission: United States Geological Survey Survey; National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics; Civil Aeronautics Administration; United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey; or other federal
agencies.
Appointments will be made to
positions in field offices throughout the country as well as in Washington, and will be for not longer
than the duration of the emersy. Th" entrance salary for
Junior Engineer
'Supplemental)
positions is $2,000 per annum.
Must Have Degrees
Only those who are citizens of
the United Statese and who have
successfully completed a full fouryear course leading to a bachelor's
degree at a college or university of
recognized standing will be eligible
for enrollment in the course. The
selection of enrollees will be based
on personal interviews and perhaps aptitude tests.
A total of 320 hours, not including the time devoted to outside
preparation, will be given as an
evening course of 12 hours per
week for approximately 27 weeks.
The course content will consist
of engineering computations and
problems, engineering drawing, elementary mechanics of materials,
surveying and shop processes and
methods.
No college credit will be given
for the course. A certificate of
completion will be awarded to each
trainee who successfully completes
the course.
V. S. To Pay Cost
The act setting up the ESMWT
program provides that the federal
government pay the cost of the

Colonel Dan Edwards, internationally
known war hero, spoke to the cadet
corps Monday night in the college chapel.
The above picture was made after the

address and shown from left to right
are Dr. Robert F. Poole, Mr. C. F. Radcliff, Colonel Edwards and G. W. White.

Col. Edwards
peaks To Corps
Monday Night

Lee Milford, Editor of the 1942-43 edition of the Blue Key Directory is shown above as he types away at the finishing touches on
the new book. This year's directory will have a few changes in
the layout and contents.

Cadet Directory
Near Completion
Work on the Blue Key Directory, the Clemson directory of cadets, faculty and organizations, is
progressing very well, and some
items have already been sent to
the printers, Lee Milford, editor of
the hand book, announced this
week. With the continued
cooperation of cadets and organizacourses approved in the program.
Trainees are expected to provide
their own transportation, textbooks,
and incidental supplies, such as
notebooks, pencils, etc.
If there is sufficient demand to
warrant offering the course, it will
have to be approved by the United
States Office of Education, and
Clemson officials announce it with
the condition that a sufficient
number of persons ask for the
course so as to justify offering it.
Those college graduates, especially women, interested in taking
this course should write at once to
Dean S. B. Earle, School of Engineering, ©lemson.

tions, the 1942-43 issue should be
ready for distribution shortly after the Christmas holidays, Milford
said.
The directory, which is published by Blue Key, national honorary
service fraternity, will this year
contain several changes and improvements. There will be more
organizations memberships included than heretofore, and all national honorary societies will have
membership listings. The faculty
list has been revised to include
new degrees conferred on faculty
members. The foreword will contain a fuller explanation of the
purpose of the directory and a key
to all abbreviations used will be
included.
Up to the present time, the military organization has been typed
and gone to the printers; all the
individual student information is
ready, and the club organizations
are being typed. The blue cover
will be designed and printed soon.
All the typing of the directory
is being done by volunteer typists,
who answered the call for men
to type in their spare time. The
typists include: J. A. Sandel, J.
D. Harris, J. M. Clegg, R. A. Griswold, G. G. Balfour, R. M. Mounts,
W. H. Washington, W. K. Steph-

PICTURE SCHEDULE AT CLEHSON "Y"

Clemson Close-Ups

Colonel Dan Edwards, newspaper
correspondent and hero of World
War I again addressed the cadet
corps in the college auditorium
Monday night. He was received
with the same enthusiasm that
was expressed during his previous
visit two weeks ago. Colonel returned at the request of the cadets.
He devoted his talk solely to his
experiences in the last war. Although he viewed his experiences
form the humorous side, his information to the boys was given
in all sincerity.
Colonel Edwards is a graduate of
Texas A. & M., he has participated
actively in nine wars, is holder of
the Distinguished Service Cross,
the coveted Congressional Medal
of honor, and eighty-one other decorations. He has ,been wounded in
action fifty-five times.
This return trip was made possible through the contributions of
the students.

Tiger Squadron Taps
Six New Members At
Meeting Last Week
Six new members have been taken into the Tiger Squadron, social
club for the members of the Army
Air Force Enlisted Reserve, Cadet
Melvin ~F. Gay, flight commander,
said. They are R. A. Lillard, architecture, '45, J. C. Smith, premedicine, '44, G. N. Karambelas,
electrical engineering '45, H. M.
Reed, electrical engineering '45, W.
H. Burgess, general science '44, and
W. M. Pitts, civil engineering, '44.
The Tiger Squadron is composed
of members of all classes at Clemson. The requirement for membership for a cadet is that he be
sworn into the Army Air Force Enlisted Reserve, and then be voted
upon by the club. The club will
tap those cadets who desire membership when the Aviation Cadet
Examining Board returns in the
near future.
The club has made preliminary
arrangements for Taps space for
this year, but pictures will not be
entered until the next initiation ts
completed so that the new members may have their pictures in
with the club. The organization is
planning to have several socials
during the year.
Switzerland has" a new law controlling fresh and dried vegetables.

3-4: This Way Please, Betty Grable, Fibber and Molly.

The last dance before Christmas
holidays, Military Ball, will get under way within the next week, the
first dance of the series beginning
at 9 o'clock Friday night, December 11, and the second arid third,
beginning at 4 o'clock and 8 o'clock,
respectively, Saturday night.
Military Ball is demon's most
colorful ceremony in that the new
Honorary Cadet Colonel is selected
from the sponsors for the members
of Scabbard arM Blade, national
honorary military fraternity.
The new Colonel will be chosen
at the Friday night formal by a
board of judges composed of Colonel H. M. Pool, commandant, Colonel J. V. Sims, and Dr. D. W.
Daniel. This year's sweetheart of
the cadet corps will succeed Miss
Wylene Pool, last year's Honorary
Colonel.
At the crowning ceremony Friday night the new Colonel will be
selected by the judges and she will
be presented a silver plaque in addition to the silver eagles acknowledging her rank.
All first sergeants and staff sergeants will participate in the Friday night ceremony, forming the
arch of sabers under which the
sponsors and the new Colonel will
parade.
Music for the dance series will be

ens, J. W. Stalnaker, S. W. doney,
D. B. Syfbett and B. H. Herlong.

furnished by Clemson's own dance
band, the Jungaleers.
Captain J. D. Harcombe, mess
officer at Clemson, has added another attraction to the gala week
end by swinging the doors of the
college messhall open during intermission Friday night and, having
plenty of food on hand for all the
dance-goers and their dates.
The prices for the dance series
will- be annonuced later, and the
roster will be placed on the Guard
Room bulletin board at an early
date.

Army Officers Take
Course At U. Of Mich.

G. H. Dunlap, left, instructor in the carding and spinning department of the School of Textiles, was recently appointed by Dr. C.
T. Muchison, president, of the Cotton-Textile Institute, as an associate to John T. Wigington, right, who is director of the Division
of Textiles Research.

ANN ARBOR, Mich.—(ACP) —
Seventeen army medicai officers
are being given a special course in
laboratory training and methods in
the medical school at the University of Michigan.
The officers are the first of
three groups the army 'is sending
to the university for 12-week instruction periods.
The extensive course provides the
army physicians with latest developments in laboratory methods and
is designed to develop the officers into "one-man laboratories"
so they can perform any ordinary
G. H. Dunlap, textile engineertype of procedure if they are esing '28, was recently appointed as
tablished at isolated posts.
an associate to JohM T. Wiginton,
director of the Division of Textile
Research here at Clemson.
For thirteen years, Dunlap was
an instructor in the carding and
spinning department here and
during this period was actively engaged in a number ' of cotton research problems carried on by the
school. From July 1, 1941 until
now he has been working on a
program of textile research sponsored by the Southern Textile Association, The Arkwrights and The
Textile Foundation in the capacity
of supervisor. He was responsible
for the publication of the following
reports which have been of great
value to the textile industry: (1)
Tests of Cottons Manufactured
Under Different Card Speeds, (2)
2r"
Comparative Tests of Cottons Manufactured Under Normal and High
Card Cylinder Speds on Cards
Equipped with Metallic Clothing,
38v ■
(3) Comparative Test Data for
Cottons Processed wiht Different
Flat and Licker-in Speeds on the
Card, and (4) A Preliminary Report on the Development of a Cotton Slasher Blanket.
In addition to his experience in
the research field as a teacher, he
has had approximately three years
practical experience with the Aragon-Baldwin Cotton Mills of Rock

Grad, Former
Instructor, With
Textile Research

By R. W. Nicholson

Grad Receives
Wings Recently
Lt. B. L. Hendricks, Jr., AH '39,
has recently been awarded the silver wings or & full-fledged army
airman at Kelly Field, Tex.
Hendricks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
B. L. Hendricks of Easley, is now
a co-pilot with the Transit Western Airlines at Kansas City, Mo.
Hin.
Besides his education obtained
here at Clemson, Dunlap's graduate work included summer sessions at the University of North
Carolina, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and Pennsylvania
State College. He is co-author of
two text books; one on cotton
spinning and the other on textile
mathematics.

BODIFORS
DRY
CLEANERS
Uniforms and Cits Cleaned
and Pressed at Reasonable
Prices.

WE DO ALTERATINCT
AND

REPAIRINC

GET YOUR CHRISTMAS
JEWELRY AT
ANDERSON, S. C.

'Doc" Sheldon
Hometown: Tacoma, Washington.
Alma Mater:
The State
College of Washington — The
University of California at
Berkeley.
Favorite hobby: Gardening—
Reading nursery rhymes.
Ambition: To travel extensively in foreign lands—after
the war.
What I like best at Clemson:
The Southern atmosphere and
the mild climate—they both remind me of home.
• Person I admire most: President Roosevelt—he gets things
done.
"Do we have to learn these

formulas?" "Can't I take this
test some other time, I didn't
have time to study for it?"
What I think would help
Clemson the most: A system of
sabbatical leaves whereby a professor could spend one semester every 5 years in study in
order to refresh himself in his
chosen field of study. The first
leave to become effective after
10 years of service to the college.
Most interesting to aching
experience: Seven papers coming in on an examination, all
continuing identical errors.
A word of counsel to students: "One cannot always be
a hero, but one can always be
a man.

"The Coke's in"

4-5: Arise My Love, Ray Milland, Claudette Colbert.
5: Man At Large, Marjorie Weaver, George Reeves.
7-8: Springtime In The Rockies, John Wayne and Betty Grable.

FOR

9-10: Footlight Serenade, Betty Grable and John Payne.
9-10: Rhythm On The River, Mary Martin and Bing Crosby.
11-12: A Gentleman at Heart, Carole Landis and Caesor Romero.
14-15: Mrs. Wiggs Of The Cabbage Patch, Fay Bainter. Hugh Herbert

BLACK SHOES AND SOCKS

17-18: My Sister Eileen.

Magazines and Books Are Welcome at the "Y"
When you have finished reading your magazines and books, please have some
one collect them on each company and bring them to the "Y" lobby. Many boys
will be glad to read them and enjoy them.
We are collecting books to be sent to men in prison camps. Some of these books
will be sent to refugee students through the National Council of the Student
Y. M. C. A.
We have a few more books entitled STRENGTH FOR SERVICE TO GOD AND
COUNTRY. This is a splendid daily devotional booklet written by 365 outstanding ministers and lay leaders. We will be glad to assist any interested friends
in securing a book or books to send to some men in the service.
Don't fail to hear the Limestone Choir in the Clemson Chapel Saturday night,
December 5, at 8:15. You will enjoy their splendid program.
Company swimming meets will soon be held in the "Y" pool. A. & R. officers
interested, please contact the "Y" for a schedule of reservations.

COME TO

THCM Mc4N
GREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

"That's the happy greeting heard today when a
new supply of Coke arrives at a cooler. Folks
wait for it...wait because the only thing like
Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola itself. Customers smile

Army Officers Uniforms
- - - CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers who
are entering Active Service

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

and start moving up to pause and be refreshed*
"There's a cheerful spirit about this way of
accepting wartime restrictions. Morale is high."
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